Abstract --One of the greatest challenges in a C/C++-based design methodology is efficiently mapping
INTRODUCTION
Different languages have been used as input to high-level synthesis. Hardware Description Languages (HDLs), such as Verilog HDL and VHDL, are the most commonly used. However, designers often write systemlevel models using programming languages, such as C or C++, to estimate the system performance and verify the functional correctness of the design. Using C/C++ offers higher level of abstraction, fast simulation as well as the possibility of leveraging a vast amount of legacy code and libraries, which facilitates the task of system modeling.
The use of C/C++ or a subset of C/C++ to describe both hardware and software accelerates the design process and facilitates software/hardware migration. Designers can describe their system using C/C++. The system can
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then be partitioned into software and hardware blocks, implemented using synthesis tools. The recent SystemC initiative [15] is an attempt to standardize a C/C++-based language for both hardware and software design.
The C language was originally designed to develop the UNIX operating system. It provides constructs to directly access memory (through pointers) and to manage memory and I/O using the standard C library ( malloc , free ,...). These constructs are widely used in software. Nevertheless, many of the networking and multimedia applications implemented in hardware or mixed hardware/software systems are also using complex data structures stored in one or multiple memory banks. As a result, many of the C/C++ features that were originally designed for software applications are now making their way into hardware.
In order to help designers refine their code from a simulation model to a synthesizable behavioral description,
we are trying to efficiently synthesize the full ANSI C standard [24, 30] . This task turns out to be particularly difficult because of dynamic memory allocation, function calls, recursion, goto s, type casting and pointers.
In the recent past, different synthesis tools have been announced to ease the mapping of C code into hardware [1, 2, 3, 4, 14, 21, 38] . All of these tools support a subset of the language (e.g. restrictions on pointers, function calls, etc.). In particular, they do not support dynamic memory allocation using the ANSI standard library functions malloc and free .
The overall objective of our research is to explore synthesis from full ANSI C. In our tool SpC [32, 34] , pointer variables are resolved at compile time to synthesize C functional models in hardware efficiently. In this paper, we focus on the mapping of complex data structures into hardware. Specifically, we present how arrays of pointers as well as pointers inside of complex data structures can be efficiently mapped to hardware. In addition, a solution for the synthesis of dynamic memory allocation ( malloc / free ) is also presented. By definition, storage for dynamically allocated data structures cannot be assigned at compile time. The synthesis of C code involving dynamic memory allocation requires access to some allocation and deallocation primitives implemented either in software, as in an operating system, or in hardware.
Dynamic memory allocation is tightly coupled with pointers and the notion of a single continuous address space. Pointer dereferences ( load , stores , etc.) as well as memory allocation are all referring to a main memory.
However, in application-specific hardware, designers may want to optimize the memory architecture by using register banks, multiple memories etc.. Therefore, memory allocations may be distributed onto multiple memories and pointers may reference data stored in registers, memories or even wires (e.g. output of a functional unit). To enable efficient mapping of C code with pointers and malloc s into hardware, the synthesis tool has to automatically generate the appropriate circuit to dynamically allocate, access (read/write) and deallocate data. Memory management as well as accurate pointers' resolution are key features for C-based synthesis. They are enablers for the efficient design of applications involving complex data structures.
The contribution of this paper is to present a solution for efficiently mapping arbitrary C code with pointers and malloc / free into hardware. Our solution fits current memory management methodologies. It consists of instantiating a hardware allocator tailored to an application and a memory architecture. Our work also supports the resolution and optimization of pointers without restriction on the data structures.
In Section 2, we give an overview of the memory-management methodology for embedded applications and present how it can be applied to the synthesis of hardware from C. The resolution of malloc s and pointers is based on an accurate analysis of the operations performed on the different memory locations. In Section 3, we present our memory representation as well as some pointer-analysis techniques. Then in Section 4, we show how pointers and dynamic memory allocation can effectively and efficiently be synthesized. In Section 5, some optimizations are presented. We introduce our library of custom hardware memory allocators. Finally, in Section 6, we present an implementation and some results for different examples as well as the realization of a video filter and an ATM segmentation engine.
METHODOLOGY AND RELATED WORK
For decades, memory management has been one of the major development area both for software and computer architecture. In software, at the user level, memory management is typically performed by the operating sys-tem. In hardware, memory bandwidth is often a bottleneck in applications such as networking, signal processing, graphics and encryption. Memory architecture exploration and efficient memory management technology are key to the design of new high-performance systems. Memory generators commercially available today [10] enable fast integration of memories in a system. Scheduling of memory accesses has also been integrated into most commercial high-level synthesis (HLS) tools. Most of the refinement and compilation steps developed for software applications can also be used for hardware. Nevertheless, a software methodology usually assumes a fixed memory architecture, which may be general purpose or application specific like in a DSP or ASIP. In hardware, at the behavioral level, designers would typically explore different memory architectures in order to trade-off area and power for a given timing constraint.
In the recent past a few projects have been looking at means to use C/C++ as an input to current design flow [28] . The general idea is to both extend and restrict the C/C++ languages. Constructs are added to the languages to model coarse-grain parallelism, communication and data types. For reactivity, S YSTEM C [15, 26] [3] . In order to map functionality to hardware, a synthesizable-C/C++ subset is usually defined. We can distinguish two approaches. The first approach consists of translating a subset of C into HDL (Verilog or VHDL) which will eventually be synthesized using today's synthesis tools. Examples of such approach include the early B ACH -C compiler [22] from Sharp, OCAPI [7, 31] from IMEC as well as other commercial tools. The second approach consists of using C/C++ directly, as an input to behavioral synthesis. In particular, this approach has been chosen by Synopsys with C O C ENTRIC S YSTEM C C OMPILER [14] (formerly known as S CENIC [21] ) and by NEC with C YBER [38] .
In practice, current tools do not support dynamic memory allocation and have restriction on pointers' usage [28] . SpC [32, 34] enables the behavioral synthesis of C code with pointer variables to variables and arrays. In Section 4, we present how pointers in general (e.g. array of pointers, pointers in structures, pointers to structures etc.) and dynamic memory allocation can also be efficiently synthesized.
A methodology for the design of custom memory systems has been described by Catthoor et al. [16] . It is defined for two sets of applications, networking and signal processing, and supports a limited subset of C/C++.
The basic concepts presented in Catthoor's work can be generalized to support a larger subset of the C syntax for an extended set of applications. Two main steps can be distinguished in the methodology: we describe briefly here the transformations performed first at the system level, and then at the architectural level.
At the system level, the functionality of the algorithm is verified. Data formats are refined. For example, after quantization, the format of data can be refined from floating-point to fixed-point [23] . Data structures can also be refined for example to reduce the number of indirect memory references. Examples of such transformations for networking applications have been studied by Wuytack et al. [43] .
At the architectural level, after partitioning, the system typically consists of multiple communicating processes to be mapped to hardware or software [2, 21, 36] . Memory segments are defined for internal storage and/or shared memory. These memory segments can then be mapped to one or multiple memories during synthesis.
Some of the storage area (e.g. internal variables, etc.) can be statically allocated during synthesis or compilation.
However, to support dynamic storage allocation (e.g. for recursive data structures), allocation and deallocation primitives implemented in software or hardware shall be defined.
In software, memory allocation and deallocation are implemented as primitives that are part of the operating system (OS). These primitives can be called in a C program using the functions defined in the standard library (e.g. malloc , free , etc.). Many schemes have been developed for OS to manage memory. An extensive survey by Wilson et al. [39] presents many of the techniques used for memory allocation and deallocation in software.
Memory management can also be implemented in hardware. For memory allocation and deallocation, instead of the system calls to the OS, requests are sent through signals to an allocator block (aka. virtual memory man-ager [44] ) implemented in hardware. Its interface is shown on Figure 1 . Internally, the allocator stores a list of the free blocks in memory as well as a list of the allocated blocks. To allocate memory, the size of the block to be allocated ( malloc_size ) is sent. The allocator then searches in its free list a big enough block and returns the address of the beginning of this block ( malloc_address ). Two techniques are often used: first fit where the first acceptable free block is returned or best fit where the block of minimal size is returned. To free previously allocated memory, the address of the block to be deallocated ( free_address ) is sent to the allocator. The allocator then searches inside of the allocated list the block and adds it back to the free list. Adjacent free blocks can then be merged. An optimized architecture to speed up memory allocation in hardware is presented by Chang et al [17] . The implementation itself of the allocator may also vary according to the application and the data structures. A number of these application specific implementations are presented by Wuytack et al. [44] .
Once an architecture is decided, hardware can be implemented using synthesis tools and compilers can be used for software. As far as memory management is concerned, scheduling of memory accesses, register/memory allocation and address generation can be integrated into synthesis tools and compilers. In current commercial synthesis tools, each array is manually mapped to register files or memories of different types. For scheduling, the characteristics of the memories (number of ports, read/write latency, etc.) are defined as part of the components library. Researches have been looking at techniques to automatically perform memory assignment, address generation and optimized scheduling according to the type of the memory. The latest development of these techniques have been presented by Catthoor et al. [16] and Panda et al. [29] .
Our contribution fits in the methodology described above. In particular, we present techniques to automate the synthesis of C code with pointers and dynamic memory allocation into hardware. The outcome of our research is a tool that maps and optimizes hardware models in C into Verilog HDL synthesizable by commercially available synthesis tools.
BACKGROUND
In software, a C program is targeted to a virtual architecture consisting of one memory in which all data are stored. The semantics of pointers is the address of an element in memory. Even though register declaration may allow programmers to specify the variables to place in registers, the assignment of variables to registers is generally done by the compiler. The notions of caches and memory pages are transparent to programmers.
In hardware, at the behavioral level, designers want to have control on where data are stored and want to optimize the locality of the storage. Typically, a chip design contains multiple memory banks, register files, registers and wires. To efficiently map C code onto hardware, the storage space must be partitioned. During synthesis, each partition is then mapped to a register, a wire or a memory. Some of these partitions may also represent pointers.
Pointers may be used to reference any variable no matter where its information is available. Pointers are then considered as references: references to memory elements, registers, wires or ports. In particular, pointers can be used to allocate, read, write and deallocate data. In this paper we call the action of reading data using a pointer a load .
Subsequently, a store is the action of writing data using a pointer. Allocation and deallocation are performed through the standard library functions malloc and free . Their implementation is however tailored for a given application and memory architecture.
The synthesis of hardware from C consists first of partitioning the memory. Each partition is then mapped to a scalar variable (akin to wire or register in the final implementation) or an array (akin to memory or register file).
The synthesis of pointers consists of generating the appropriate circuit for allocating, accessing and deallocating data. For this purpose, we change the addresses into numbers (i.e. encode pointers' values) and replace loads and stores by some assignments directly accessing the data the pointer may reference (i.e. resolve pointers). Functions malloc and free are subsequently changed as memory allocation can be distributed onto multiple memories. To implement free(p) , assuming that the memories local_RAM and shared_RAM are each managed by a specific allocator, the tool also needs to schedule a deallocation operation on one allocator or the other. The points-to information for the pointer p is also necessary.
As we can see in Example 1, in order to efficiently map C code into hardware, we first need to partition the memory. In our implementation, memory is represented as a set of location sets, described in Section 3.1.
Subsequently, to synthesize loads, stores and free operations into hardware, we need to know at compile time the set of locations the pointers may reference (points-to information). Such information is also widely used in compilers. In order to parallelize programs onto distributed architectures, the independent sets of data, which can be processed in parallel, have to be extracted. The problem there is to find statements in the program that may read or write the same locations (aliasing problem). For this purpose, the aliasing information has to be determined between pointers. The points-to information and the aliasing information are equivalent and can be determined by recent analysis techniques called pointer analysis or alias analysis described in Section 3.2.
Memory representation
The simplest memory representation consists of a single address space in which all data are stored. This trivial representation however prevents from optimizing the locality and parallelizing the code. On the other hand, the most accurate representation, which would distinguish each element of arrays or of recursive data structures, is not practical. As a result, most analysis techniques combine elements within a single data structure. Some techniques combine elements based on their allocation contexts [40, 41] or on limiting the length of access paths to some fixed constant (k-limiting). Shape analysis [18, 20] gives the most accurate representation as they may distinguish trees from DAGs, linear lists from cyclic lists and so on. However its implementation to support large C programs remains challenging.
In order to find both an accurate and a practical representation for hardware synthesis, we use the notion of location sets introduced by Wilson and Lam [40, 41] . Locations sets support any of the data structures available in C including arrays, structures, arrays of structures and structures containing arrays. This representation is also relatively simple as it combines the different elements of an array or of recursive data structures. It can therefore be used for large C programs.
Let B be the set of memory blocks corresponding to the different variable declarations. A location set represents the set of locations with offsets in a particular block of memory loc. That is f is an offset within a block and s is the stride. If the stride is zero, the location set
contains a single element. Otherwise, it is assumed to be an unbounded set of locations. Table 1 shows the location sets for various expressions.
For simple data structures (arrays, structures, array of structures), offsets are used to identify the different fields of structures whereas strides are used to record array-element sizes. Dynamically-allocated memory locations (aka. heap-allocated objects) are represented by a specific location set. As far as accuracy, it would not be practical to distinguish every element of a recursive data structure. Therefore, the goal of this representation is to distinguish complete data structures. The different elements of a recursive data structure would typically be combined into one location set. For example, we want to distinguish one list from another but we do not want to distinguish the different elements of a list. Heuristics are used to distinguish dynamically allocated data. Storage allocated in the same context is assumed to be part of the same equivalence class. Within one function, storage allocated by a given malloc in the code is represented by one location set.
When malloc is called inside of a function, a different location set is created for each call chain (context). These heuristics have been proven to work well as long as the program uses the standard memory allocation routines [40] . 
Pointer analysis
Pointer analysis is a compiler technique to identify at compile-time the potential values of the pointers in the program. This information is used to determine the set of locations the pointer may point to. For synthesis, in the case of loads, stores and free, we want to synthesize the logic to access, modify or deallocate the location referenced by the pointer. For this purpose, the points-to information must be both safe and accurate: safe because we have to consider all locations the pointer may reference and accurate because the smaller the points-to set is, the less logic circuits we have to generate. 
Definition of the subset
In this section we only talk about the restrictions on the synthesizable subset. Limitations on the generated architecture may also exist akin to the limitations of the behavioral synthesis tool used as a back end to our tool. In particular, the techniques presented here do not depend on the type of memories (SRAM, DRAM, etc.).
<p,0,0> -> {<reg,0,0>,malloc1,malloc2}
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The pointer analyses and memory representation presented in the previous sections support the complete ANSI C syntax. In this paper however, we define our own synthesizable subset. Our subset includes malloc/ free as well as all types of pointers and type casting. The code is assumed to be correct. Tools such as Purify [9] or LCLint [8, 19] can be used to find memory leaks and check memory reads, writes and deallocations. Besides, we set the following two restrictions.
The first restriction applies to systems described as a set of parallel processes: pointers that reference data outside of the scope of a process (e.g. global variables or data internal to some other processes) are not allowed. Their resolution would require the synthesis of some kind of interface between the circuits realizing the processes. Such interface is usually defined during system partitioning and, hence, before synthesis. As a result, memory allocated in one process is assumed to be accessed and deallocated only within this same process.
The second limitation stems from the fact that most commercial synthesis tools also have restrictions on func- 
MAPPING TO HARDWARE
In this section, we present how C code can be efficiently mapped onto hardware. First, memory is partitioned into a set of location sets which can be mapped onto wires, registers, or memories. Some of these location sets represent pointers. Pointers are resolved by encoding the value of the pointers and creating branching statements for loads and stores. Finally dynamic memory allocation and deallocation are performed by custom hardware memory allocators. page 14
Memory Refinement
After analysis, the storage in the program can be represented as a set of distinct locations sets. This set of location sets represents a partitioning of the memory. Each location set is ultimately mapped to a wire, a register or a section of memory in the final design as shown on Figure 3 . The allocation of a given scalar variable to a register or a wire as well as the mapping to memories or register files are typically the result of high-level synthesis (HLS). In this section, we present how distinct location sets can be mapped to a set of arrays and variables. We do not consider pointers and heap objects. The synthesis of pointers and malloc/free is presented in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. In the rest of the paper, we use the following representation for fundamental (or basic) types: char and unsigned char are represented as 8 bits, short and unsigned short are represented as 16 bits, and int and unsigned int are represented as 32 bits. These representations are the most common on 32 bits architecture. Derived types such as pointers, arrays and structures are constructed from these fundamental data types.
We can distinguish two types of location sets for statically allocated data: location sets whose strides are null (i.e. singletons, sets of one location), and location sets with non-zero strides (i.e. sets of multiple locations). A singleton location set may therefore be treated as a simple variable, whereas a location set with non-zero stride may be mapped to an array. In our implementation [35] , for each location set <loc, f, s>, we define SPC_loc_f_s as follows.
For a singleton location set (i.e., s null), SPC_loc_f_s is a variable. In the case of a location set representing a variable of basic type (e.g. char, short, int) the mapping is straightforward. For structures, their different fields can be mapped to separate variables (akin to registers or wires in the final hardware) as long as they are represented by separate location sets.
For a location set with non-zero stride (i.e. s not null), SPC_loc_f_s is defined as an array (e.g. array of integers). Such array may then typically either be mapped to a memory or a register file manually or according to current methodology [16, 29] is replaced by
Out of bound array accesses, as well as copies of structures can make things more complicated. With our memory representation, one data (e.g. an entire structure) may be represented by the concatenation of multiple elements of location sets. In Example 6, a structure is represented as two integers. In Example 7, an integer inside of a structure is represented by the concatenation of two short integers.
Example 6. This example illustrates the implementation of a structure copy.

struct { int x; int y; } A, B; A = B;
After translation, the following synthesizable code is generated: The structure copy is broken into two assignments corresponding to the two fields of the structure.
Example 7.
In the following code segment, the structure variable its contains an array of short integers. Note that using a concatenation operator {...} these assignments can be written as:
Pointers
In the previous section, we did not consider pointers and type casting. In software, the semantics of pointers is the address of data in memory. This semantics assumes the target architecture consists of a single continuous memory space in which all data are stored.
In hardware, as discussed in Section 3, data my be stored in multiple registers, memories or even wires (e.g. output of a functional block). Therefore, to efficiently map C code into hardware, pointers may not only address data in memory, they may also reference registers, wires or ports. Our synthesis tool generates the appropriate circuit to dynamically access these locations according to the pointers' value. The implementation presented here is a generalization of previous work [32, 33] to deal with complex data structures such as arrays of pointers, pointers within structures, type casting and dynamic memory allocation.
Pointers can be used to allocate, read, write and deallocate data. Allocation and deallocation performed through the standard library functions malloc and free are dealt within the next section. For loads (...=*p) and stores (*p=...), we distinguish two types of pointers: pointers to a single location, which can be removed, and pointers to multiple locations.
Loads from pointers to a single location are simply replaced by assignments from the location accessed. Similarly, stores are simply replaced by assignments to the location referenced. During memory partitioning, these locations are mapped to location sets. As seen previously in Examples 6 and 7, the locations accessed may correspond to the concatenation of multiple elements of location sets. Moreover, because of pointer type casting, the location on which the load or store is performed may correspond to only part of an element of a location set, as shown in Example 8. The code segment is transformed into: Loads and stores from pointers to multiple locations are replaced by a set of assignments in which the locations are dynamically accessed according to the pointer's value.
The addresses (i.e. pointers' values) are encoded. The encoded value of a pointer p consists of two fields: the tag p.tag (left part of the code) corresponds to the location set referenced by the pointer and the index p.index (right part of the code) stores the number of bytes corresponding to the data referenced within the location set. After encoding, the size of the pointers (tag part) can be reduced as shown in [32, 33] . However, in order to support type casting and out-of-bound array accesses, we assume that pointers have a fixed size of 32 bits. In the rest of the paper, the size of the tag and the index are supposed to be equal to 16 bits. page 19 The index part is stored within the first bits (least significant bits) of the code to support pointer arithmetic and type casting. An example of implementation for an array of pointers is represented on Figure 5 . It is important to note that, with this implementation, pointer arithmetic, even performed after type casting from pointer type to integer type, is straightforward to implement.
Loads and stores can then be removed using temporary variables and branching statements. The resolution of pointers can be further optimized. Loads and stores can be optimized when the pointers' location set has a stride null (i.e. case of a scalar variable) [32] . Encoding techniques [33] can also be to used reduce the size of the pointers' value (tag part).
Resolution of malloc and free
In order to support dynamic memory allocation and deallocation, the hardware needs to access an allocator. In general the allocator could be implemented in software (for mixed hardware/software implementations) or completely in hardware. For example, in a mixed hardware/software implementation, the hardware can send an interrupt to the processor to perform memory allocation and deallocation. In the case of an allocation, the software, typically the operating system running on the processor, would then send the address of the allocated block in memory to the hardware. Since this work is on the hardware synthesis of C code, only a hardware implementation is presented. Nevertheless, the techniques presented here could also be targeted to a software implementation.
In software, malloc and free are implemented as standard library functions. Similarly, for hardware synthesis, we use a library of hardware components implementing malloc and free. The idea here is to have one component, called allocator, implementing both the malloc and free functions as introduced in Section 2. In order to efficiently manage memory, we want to support multiple customized memory allocators that may allocate storage in multiple memories in parallel. As a result, we partition the memory space in which data are dynamically allocated (heap space) into a set of memory segments (pools of blocks).
Definition 1. A memory segment is defined as an array of finite size in which data are allocated by a unique allocator. This array may later on be mapped to one or more memories during high-level synthesis.
In our tool, the partitioning of the memory into the different memory segments is done by the designer. Other tools could be used to assist this task at the system level. For example, tools such as the one defined in the Matisse research project [6, 43, 44] could be used in order to refine data structures and define different arrangements and architectures of hardware memory allocators.
For each malloc in the code, the designer selects in which memory segment the storage is allocated. Since the size of the dynamically allocated memory cannot be found by static analysis, the designer also sets the size of each memory segment manually. The tool instantiates then the hardware memory allocators corresponding to each memory segment and synthesizes the appropriate circuit to allocate, access and deallocate data.
For each memory segment, a different allocator is instantiated. Each malloc mapped to this memory segment is then replaced by a call to the specific allocator. The pointer that takes the result of the malloc function is defined as follows: its tag is set according to the corresponding memory segment and its index is set by the allocator. When multiple malloc calls are mapped to a single memory segment, the corresponding allocator is shared.
For a call free(p), the data to be deallocated may be in one memory segment or another depending on the value of the pointer p. We generate branching statements in which the different allocators corresponding to the different memory segments may dynamically be called according to the pointer's tag. The pointer's index is then sent to the allocator to indicate which block should be deallocated. Loads, stores and addresses are resolved as shown in the previous section. Examples 10 and 11 illustrate how malloc and free calls are resolved while removing pointers. We assume malloc1 is mapped to the memory segment seg1 and malloc2 is mapped to the memory segment seg2. 
LIBRARY OF ALLOCATORS AND OPTIMIZATIONS
In the previous sections we have seen how malloc and free can be implemented using hardware memory allocators. Each allocator can perform both memory allocation and deallocation. We provide a library of such allocators. The designer has then the freedom to pick the allocator architecture most suitable to the application.
Our library of allocator components contains three basic types of allocators. In Section 5.1, we define as generalpurpose an allocator that can allocate blocks of any size. In addition, we introduce here an optimized general-purpose allocator, for which the deallocation scheme is optimized for latency. When the size of the block to be allocated is a fixed constant, the architecture of the allocator can be greatly simplified. The specific-purpose allocator presented in Section 5.2 can be used in such case.
The designer could also add new allocators in the library. The basic allocators presented here may be modified (e.g. to change the allocation or deallocation schemes, allocate a larger number of blocks or handle new sizes of elements) and added to the library. Other types of allocators such as the ones described by Chang et al. [17] and Wuytack et al. [44] could also be added to our framework as new components in the library.
In some cases, the code can also be optimized. Calls to malloc and free can be removed and memory allocation can be done statically. In Section 5.3, we present a compiler technique to automatically remove some of the dynamic memory allocations for sequences of malloc and free.
Optimized general-purpose allocator
General-purpose allocators are defined as allocators that may allocate blocks of various sizes. These allocators consist of the circuit that performs allocation/deallocation and two lists that keep track of the free blocks and the allocated blocks inside of the memory segment. To allocate memory, the size of the block to be allocated (malloc_size) is sent to the allocator. The allocator then searches in its free list a big enough block and returns the address corresponding to the beginning of this block in the memory segment. In our implementation, the first acceptable free block is returned (first fit). The block that has just been allocated is then added to the list of allocated blocks. To free previously allocated memory, the address of the block to be deallocated is sent to the allocapage 24
tor. The allocator then searches this block inside of its list of allocated blocks and adds it back to the free list.
Adjacent free blocks are then merged.
In order to simplify the process of looking up for a given block during deallocation, we propose to encode the characteristics of the allocated block inside of the pointer's tag. In our implementation shown on Figure 7 , the allocator stores the list of allocated blocks in an array. The index corresponding to the allocated block in this array is then encoded in the pointer's value. During deallocation, this index is sent to the allocator. The allocator can then directly find the allocated block according to this index, without having to search the entire array. The resulting optimized allocator is called optimized general-purpose.
The encoded value of a pointer consists then of three fields: the allocation tag, the tag and the index. For a pointer p, the tag p.tag and the index p.index are defined as in Section 4.2. The allocation tag p.alloc_tag corresponds to the index of the block inside of the list of allocated blocks. In our implementation, the allocation tag corresponds to the 8 most significant bits in the pointer's value, the tag corresponds to the following 8 bits and the index corresponds to the 16 least significant bits (as defined in Section 4.2). Figure 8 shows how the different field are laid out for an array of pointers. 
specific-purpose allocator
The malloc function takes one argument: the size of the block to be allocated. When this size is a unique constant K for all malloc calls mapped one memory segment, this memory segment can then be represented as an array of elements of size K. Allocating memory in this segment can simply be performed by returning the first available element in the array. For deallocation, the array element to deallocate can easily be derived from the block address. The architecture of the corresponding allocator can then be simplified. For example a simple bit vector can be used to keep track of the allocated and free blocks in the memory segment. Such an allocator, which can only deal with blocks of one size, is called specific-purpose. Using a specific-purpose allocator solves also the problem of memory fragmentation common to general-purpose allocators.
Constant propagation can be performed before selecting the allocator in order to have as many malloc as possible with constant size.
Optimizing sequences of malloc and free calls
Some of the dynamic memory allocations are sometimes not necessary and can be automatically removed at compile-time. This is especially true for legacy code in which malloc/free are used to manually control stor- The optimization can be performed under two conditions. First, the size of the block to allocate has to be constant. If the size of the block to allocate is not known at compile-time, a general-purpose or optimized generalpurpose allocator would have to be used. Second, if a block is allocated within an unbounded loop, it has to be deallocated within the same unbounded loop. Using the results of the pointer analysis, we have implemented a dataflow analysis [27] that finds at compile time the malloc and free calls that can be optimized (i.e. removed).
We outline briefly how the analysis is conducted. For each dynamically-allocated location set (i.e. each malloc call in the example), a counter is defined. The analysis steps through the flow-graph of the procedure. The counter is incremented each time an element of the corresponding location set is allocated. Subsequently, each time an element of the location set is deallocated (result from the pointer analysis), the associated counter is decremented. Location sets allocated and not deallocated within the same loop can be found. The malloc and free corresponding to these locations cannot be optimized. Otherwise, they can be optimized.
During the optimization, a temporary variable is created for each malloc that can be removed. The size of each temporary variable corresponds to the size in the malloc call. These temporary variables are then statically allocated during synthesis. The corresponding free calls are removed.
IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
Toolflow
In the previous sections, we have shown how pointers, malloc/free and complex data structures can be resolved at compile time. A methodology to efficiently map C code onto hardware was also presented. At the system level, data structures are refined and a memory architecture is defined. At the architectural level, the system consists of a set of communicating processes. Each of these processes can then be mapped to software or hardware.
Several tools can be used in this methodology. For memory management at the system level, tools are used to help refining data structures [43] and defining a memory architecture [44] . Once an architecture is defined, highlevel synthesis tools can be use to map functionality onto hardware. These high-level synthesis tools may also perform memory assignment, address generation, and scheduling of memory accesses [16, 29] . Our toolflow is shown on Figure 9 . Our tool SpC takes a C function with complex data structures and generates a Verilog module. As a front end to high-level synthesis, it is the first step for mapping C code involving pointers and dynamic memory allocation onto hardware. SpC can be seen as a back end to the system-level tools presented above. Such tools can help defining a memory architecture and an arrangement of hardware memory allocators (memory binding).
The different techniques presented in Section 4 and 5 have been implemented using the SUIF compiler environment [12, 42] . The memory representation, consisting of distinct location sets, is used to map memory locations onto variables and arrays in Verilog. The resulting Verilog module can then be synthesized using the Behavioral Compiler of Synopsys [10] .
In addition to the C input function, a set of memory segments as well as the mapping of each malloc call to one of these memory segments (memory binding) must be defined. We first try to remove some of malloc/free calls using the optimization in Section 5.3. The remaining malloc/free are then replaced by calls to a custom allocator function (specific-purpose, general-purpose or optimized general-purpose). During memory partitioning, locations represented by location sets with a stride null are mapped to variables of fundamental type (e.g. char, short, int) and locations represented by location sets with non-zero stride are mapped to arrays derived from a fundamental type (e.g. array of int). Pointers are removed and the code gets translated into Verilog. Each type of allocator is defined as a hardware component in our library. During the translation into HDL, the different allocators corresponding to each memory segment are instantiated and the custom allocator functions are mapped to these allocator modules. The communication between each allocator and the main module is done using handshakes. The resulting HDL code can then be synthesized using traditional high-level synthesis tools.
We have recently ported our research to the Synopsys Cocentric SystemC Compiler [14] to synthesize C models into hardware directly, without having to translate C into HDL.
Experimental results and discussion
For the set of examples presented here, we have synthesized three types of allocators in our library. In the results presented in Table 2 , allocators are designed to allocate up to 16 blocks of memory. They are synthesized directly from C using SpC and Synopsys Behavioral Compiler [10] . pose allocator for which the deallocation scheme has been optimized using the modified tag as presented in Section 5.1. Even though the complexity of the controller is reduced (from 52 states to 46), the size of the optimized allocator is roughly the same because of an increase in the steering logic. The latency of the deallocation task is however reduced as shown later in Table 3 . Finally the third row presents the results for the specific-purpose allocator introduced in Section 5.2. As expected its size is much smaller than the general-purpose allocators. 
CONCLUSION
We have presented how C code with pointers and malloc/free can be efficiently mapped to hardware.
With our methodology, memory is partitioned into a set of location sets and pointer analysis is used to define which locations are accessed and deallocated in the program. Pointers are synthesized by encoding their values and generating circuits to dynamically access the different locations they may reference. Dynamic memory allocation and deallocation are implemented using one or multiple hardware allocators.
Our toolflow fits into current memory management methodology. High-level synthesis is used to map data to multiple memories, registers and wires. Different schemes for allocating and deallocating memory are also supported by adding hardware memory allocators in our library of allocators. As part of this library, we have presented an optimized architecture for a general-purpose allocator. This optimization consists in encoding the characteristics of the allocated block referenced as part of the pointer's value to speed up deallocation. When the size of the block to allocate is a fixed constant, a specific-purpose allocator may also be used to optimize both area and latency.
The synthesis of pointers and malloc/free raises the level of abstraction at the input of high-level synthesis. It facilitates the description and implementation of custom memory architectures. Models can be described at the behavioral level using the notions of a single address space and indirect memory references found in many programming languages. The techniques presented here can be generalized to support more of the C/C++ syntax as well as other programming languages, enabling the mapping of functions and complex data structures including object-oriented features into hardware.
